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BASIC SKILLS IN BADMINTON 
 

 Hakeem Rameez Mehraj 
Research Scholar, CMJ University 

Jorabat, Meghalaya, India 
 

We know that the game includes the skills, the strokes, general movement and foot work. It includes tactics which we know 
are somehow connected with the skills. 

 
As in other major games many fundamental skills are there in Badminton, such as: 
 

A. Grip  
1. Forehand: with the racket head perpendicular to the floor, shake hands with the grip so the “V” formed by the thumb and 
forefinger is on the top of the handle.  
2. Backhand: using a forehand grip, rotate the hand slightly so the thumb is along and parallel to the wide side of the handle.  
B. Footwork  

1. Move toward the shot with short steps and end with a long stride.  
2. In the ready position the racket is held high, the knees are slightly bent, and the body weight is on the balls of the feet.  

C. Strokes  
By using the same motion for all shots, the opponent is unable to detect what shot you are going to make until the bird is actually 

hit. A good wrist action allows more power and control with much less effort. A forehand stroke is one from the dominant side; the 
backhand stroke is from the non-dominant side.  

 
The racket is swung back, the arm is bent with the elbow up, the wrist is cocked, and the body weight is placed on the back foot. 

From this position, the stroke is made by throwing the hand at the point of contact between bird and racket with weight being 
transferred to the forward foot. If possible, shots should be made with an overhand stroke. 

 
1. Clear: a shot used to drive your opponent away from the net or forecourt or to slow the game. The bird should fly above the 

opponent’s reach and fall within one foot of the baseline.  
 
 To strike the shuttle to the back of the court well above the maximum reach of the opponent ideally to fall vertically down 

onto, or just within, the back singles boundary line. The shot is used constantly within the singles game; less frequently in the doubles 
game. 

 
Point of impact will be above and just in front of the head. The striking effort will be upwards and forwards. As the shuttle has to 

travel a great distance you should use a powerful punching action. Follow - through should be "follow after" rather than "follow 
down". 

 
After striking the shuttle the racket hand and racket head should follow the direction of the shuttle before being allowed to fall. 

The powerful upward and forward movement should have been sufficient to lift the right foot off the floor and forward to become the 
first step of recovery to position of readiness. Before hitting any shuttles practice, by "shadowing", the movements described above in 
their entirety. 

 
2. Smash: an attacking shot made at the limit of one’s upward reach and slightly in front of the shoulder. At the moment of 

contact, the arm and wrist come down forcibly.  
 
 To strike the shuttle extremely quickly and steeply down in front of and/or wide of the opponent(s). If not providing an 

outright winning shot, then, at least, drawing a weak lifted response for further punishment. It is used extensively in all forms of game 
play. 

 
All preparatory movements and attitudes will be precisely as outlined for the clear. The point of impact will now be above and 

positively in front of the body. Striking action will be strongly forwards and down with very strong wrist action. Follow - through 
should be "follow after and down" - after striking the racket hand and racket head should powerfully follow the intended direction of 
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the shuttle. The powerful upward (to give maximum reach, therefore, downward trajectory) and forward movement should lift the 
right foot of the floor and forward to become the first step of recovery to position of readiness. 

 
Without hitting the shuttle, practice the movements a number of times by "shadowing" the complete sequence of prepare, strike 

and recover. Place emphasis upon throwing the arm up, forward and down. The forward and down action should be so fast that the 
racket produces a "swishing" sound. Such should be the power of the movement that you are obliged to bring the right foot forward to 
recover balance. 

 
3. Drive: A flat shot kept as low as possible and is second only to the smash as an attacking shot.  
 
4. Drop Shot: any shot that drops immediately after crossing the net. The descent of the bird is controlled with little follow-

through.  
 
 To strike the shuttle, in an apparently powerful manner, only for it to fall gently and steeply over, and very close to, the net. If 

played correctly to catch the opponent unawares either gaining an outright winning shot to forcing a late lift. Used extensively in all 
forms of games play. The shots can be played off the clear or smash actions. If played off the clear action the flight will be slower the 
trajectory initially upwards after leaving the racket, the shuttle falling steeply close to the net.  

 
When played off the smash action the shuttle will travel faster, the trajectory will be flatter and the shuttle will fall further into 

the opponent's court. In both cases the opponents should be convinced, by your preliminary build-up, that either the clear or smash is 
about to be played. You should disguise your intentions and deceive your opponents. 

 
5. Net Shot: any shot played as near to the net as possible, controlled by wrist and forearm. The hairpin shot is an example of a 

net shot. 
 
6. Lifts: Having taken the shuttle near the top of the net, to strike it to the back of the court with a steep upwards trajectory, well 

above the maximum upwards reach of the opponent; ideally to fall vertically down onto, or just within, the back boundary line. The 
shot is used frequently within the singles game; less frequently in the double’s games. 

 
Forehand Lift - Point of impact will be in front, or wide of the body. The racket is held with a loose forehand grip, racket arm 

bent with elbow below the hand, wrist cocked so that the racket head Is below the hand. Strike the shuttle by straightening the arm and 
then unlocking the wrist. The wrist should not unlock beyond point of impact. Shot momentum is maintained, primarily, by following 
the intended direction of the shot with the extended arm. The shot will have been played off an extended racket foot. Do not let the 
non-racket foot move from the extended lunge, but, having played the shot take weight back onto this and recover to position or 
readiness. 

 
Backhand Lift - Point of impact will be in front, or wide of the body. The racket is held with a loose backhand grip, racket arm 

bent with elbow at shoulder level, the racket hand below the elbow, the wrist cocked so that the racket is below the hand. The racket 
head should be close to the left hip. Some part of the back will be turned to the net. 

 
Strike the shuttle by straightening the arm and then unlocking the wrist. 
 
The wrist should not unlock beyond point of impact. If executed correctly, the shoulder and elbow joints will have "locked", 

therefore follow-through will be limited to wrist action only, in the intended direction of the shot. The shot will have been played off 
an extended racket foot. Do not let the non-racket foot move from the extended lunge but, having played the shot, take weight back 
onto this and recover to position or readiness. 

 
All these skills are displayed by veteran players and amateur sportsmen in various degrees. It is very necessary for a physical 

educator to be able to judge the skills and techniques of the player. 
 

D. Serves: Serving is the means of starting a rally within the game’s situation. The Laws of Badminton allow us to score points only 
when we are serving. 
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Basic Single Serve 
1. Take a comfortable position in the court about three feet behind the short service line and to the right or left of the Centre line. 
2. Stand with your feet spread but not so far apart that you cannot move quickly. Your left foot should be in advance of your right 
foot. 
3. Both feet must remain in contact with the floor until you contact the shuttle. Once you put your racket in motion to serve, neither 
foot may slide during the entire execution of the stroke. 
4. Hold the shuttle at the base between your thumb and forefinger of your left hand (or use both fore and middle fingers). Extend your 
left arm forward about level with your shoulders. 
5. Hold the racket with a forehand grip with your wrist cocked. Bring the racket behind your body at about waist level. This is the 
starting position. Then drop or toss the shuttle in front of you. 
6. Swing the racket forward, unlock the wrist, and let the racket and shuttle meet ahead of your body at approximately knee level. 
7. Rapidly rotate the forearm and wrist inward immediately prior to contact. Most strokes in badminton are made with a similar 
rotating movement. 
8. The follow-through goes in the direction that you intend the shuttle to go, that is, high and deep. Avoid bringing the racket up to the 
shuttle. Let the shuttle drop. Otherwise, an outright miss or a poor shot will result. 
 
1. High and deep (singles): take a position near and on the proper side of the center line and about four feet behind the short service 
line. Drop the bird on the racket side and swing the racket forward.  
2. Low and short (doubles): take a position closer to the front service line. The racket is swung forward with little follow-through.  
3. Drive (flick): a quick snap of the wrist in the backhand grip with the bird held directly in front of the body. The bird travels in a 
direct line at the receiver.  

E. FLIGHT PATTERNS (left to right) 
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A <=> underhand clear/high single serve   F <=> hairpin net shot 
B <=> short serve    G <=> smash 
C <=> underhand drop shot    H <=> overhead drop hot 
D <=> overhead clear        I <=> net shot 
E <=> high doubles serve      J <=> drive 
 
Playing Strategy  
A. Singles: serve long most of the time. Return a high serve with a drop or clear. Build the game plan on a basis of alternate drop and 

clear shots, and then use the smash/drive as openings occur. Run your opponent from the front to back and from side to side of the 
court.  

B. Doubles: make shots, the return of which will leave an opening for your partner to play a winning shot. Never play a shot that 
leaves your partner open to smashes. Always make an attacking shot. This implies that all shots should be hit down. Most serves 
should be short and low. Attack short serves when receiving. 

 
1. Side-by side: each partner is responsible for half of the playing court, net to baseline.  
2. Up-and-back: one member plays the front portion of the court, operating from the centerline and just behind the short service line. 

The partner plays the rear portion of the court from the centerline and just in front of the double rear service line.  
3. Up/back rotation: combines the two doubles’ strategies, using the side- by-side position for defense, and up and back formation 

for attack. 
 
TERMINOLOGY 
 Server: the player who puts the bird in play.  
 Alley: an extension of the width of the court on both sides to be used in doubles play. 
 Shuttlecock: the feathered/plastic object that is hit back and forth in badminton. 
 Baseline: back boundary line.  
 Bird: the object that flies over the net, officially known as a shuttlecock.  
 Let: a play allowed to be replayed.  
 Backhand: any stroke made on the side of the body opposite the racket side. 
 Clear: a high shot that falls close to the baseline.  
 Singles: a game involving one player on each end of the court. 
 Double hit: contacting the bird twice in succession on the same stroke. 
 Doubles: a game of four players, two on each team. 
 Drive: a hard stroke that just clears the net on a horizontal plane. 
 Drop: a shot made that barely clears the net with little speed. 
 Fault: any violation of the rules whose penalty is loss of serve or the point. 
 Forehand: any stroke made on the racket side of the body.  
 Hairpin (net) stroke: shot made from below and very close to the net with the bird just clearing the net and dropping sharply 

downward. 
 Home position: the ideal spot for awaiting the opponent’s return. 
 Block: placing the racket in front of the bird and letting it rebound into the opponent’s court. 
 Match: best two out of three games. 
 Odd and even courts: in singles, the right half of the court is “even” and the left half of the court is the “odd.” When the even 

player is serving from the right the score is even, and odd when serving from the left. 
 Rally: rapid returns made by players.  
 Ready position: an alert body position enabling quick movement in any direction. 
 Receiver: the player to whom the bird is served. 
 Carry: momentarily holding the bird on the racket during the execution of a stroke. 
 Sling: an untrue hit, usually because of the bird momentarily resting on the racket. 
 Smash: a powerful overhand stroke that sends the bird downward over the net. 
 Stroke: the action of striking the bird with the racket. 
 Toss/spin: the method of deciding which side will serve first at the beginning of the match. 
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